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1 Working in GIS environment

1.1 Introduction to SAGA GIS environment

• A geographic information system (GIS) is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyse,
manage, and present all types of geographical data.

• GIS refers to geographical information science or geospatial information studies.

• GIS is the merging of cartography, statistical analysis, and computer science technology.

• GIS applications allow users to create interactive queries, analyse spatial information, edit data in
maps, and present the results of all these operations.

• GIS software encompasses a broad range of applications which involve the use of a combination of
digital maps and georeferenced data.

What is SAGA environment???

• SAGA is the abbreviation for System for Automated Geoscienti�c Analyses.

• SAGA is a Geographic Information System (GIS) software.

• SAGA has been designed for an easy and e�ective implementation of spatial algorithms.

• SAGA o�ers a comprehensive, growing set of geoscienti�c methods.

• SAGA provides an easily approachable user interface with many visualisation options.

• SAGA is free source (GPL licence) and can be run under Windows and Linux.

SAGA comes with a comprehensive set of free modules, most of them published under the GPL (48
libraries with 300 modules in version 2.0.3).

• Data import:

� SAGA o�ers interfaces to the countless �le formats
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Figure 1: SAGA GIS environment.

Figure 2: SAGA GUI allows the user to manage and visualise data as well as to perform data analyses and
manipulations by executing modules. The workspace control has sub windows for the modules, data and
maps workspaces. Each workspace shows a tree view, through which associated workspace objects can be
accessed.

� various image and GPS formats

� most �exible is a raster data import tool, that uses GDAL

• Projection (georeferencing):

� georeferencing tools

� SAGA provides access to two alternative free cartographic projection libraries

� Geographic Translator GeoTrans library and Proj.4 library

� works for raster as well as for vector data
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• Data manipulation:

� standard operations on vector data

� merging of layers, selection of shapes

� interpolation techniques and statistical analysis

� raster calculator

� image manipulation and analysis

Figure 3: SAGA provides numerous useful modules.

Home page of the SAGA project (instructions, manuals, download, practical examples, tutorials):

http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html.

Figure 4: SAGA home page: in the SourceForge section there is the Downloads button from where it is
possible to obtain binary to install SAGA on the local operating system.
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1.2 Working with Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5)

HDF (HDF, HDF4, or HDF5) is acronym for Hierarchical Data Format and is the name of a set of �le formats
and libraries designed to store and organise large amounts of numerical data. It is currently supported by
the non-pro�t HDF Group. HDF5 is supported by:

• C, C++, FORTRAN

• Java

• MATLAB/Scilab

• Python

• R

• HDF5 Command-line Tools

• HDFView

HDF5 Tools by the HDF Group project enable simple manipulations with HDF5 �les, e.g., conversion
of HDF5 to human-readable ASCII format.

Figure 5: The latest version of HDF5 library with associated tools is obtainable at: www.hdfgroup.org/

HDF5/release/obtain5.html.

HDF5 �les import in GIS software is di�cult even though SAGA has HDF5 import capabilities!

OPTION A:

• For easier work with MSG HDF5 �les the MSG tools utility is in development.

• The utility will enable a simple user interface for various format conversions (e.g. HDF5 to GeoTIFF,
ESRI, raster . . . ), reprojection, domain selections, etc.
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This utility should be �nished by next year!

OPTION B:

• h5dumpdll.exe utility which is a part of HDF5 Tools distribution by HDF5 Group provides a simple
way to dump any HDF5 �le to ASCII which is readable by SAGA.

• h5dump needs to be run from the command line either in Windows or in Linux

Since MSG tools have not been completed yet we will need to opt for option B. However, when MSG tools
will be made available option A will be preferable!

h5dump is a command line utility that makes possible basic manipulations with HDF5:

• print the HDF5 header info

• print HDF5 attributes

• dump HDF5 �le to ASCII

• subset selection

Figure 6: h5dump capabilities can be seen if you type h5dumpdll.exe --help in the command line..

Command line commands can be executed in Windows environment in the Command Prompt (in Win-
dows 7 & Windows 8 an even more powerful tool with additional capabilities is PowerShell).

Command Prompt in Windows can be accessed by typing Command Prompt in Start → Search
programs and �les

or by clicking

Start → All programs → Accessories → Command Prompt

To see all h5dumpdll.exe available options type in the Command Prompt:

h5dumpdll.exe -h or h5dumpdll.exe --help

Usage of h5dump utility in the Command Prompt:

h5dumpdll.exe [OPTIONS] �le
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Figure 7: How to �nd Command Prompt in Windows.

Table 1: The most useful h5dump OPTIONS can be one or several of the following:

-h or --help Print a usage help message
-n or --contents Print a list of the �le contents
-H or --header Print the header only; no data is displayed
-A or --onlyattr Print only the header and value of attributes
-d P or --dataset=P Print the speci�ed dataset P
-y or --noindex Do not print array indices with the data
-o F or --output=F Output HDF5 data into �le F
-w N or �width=N Set the number of columns N of output

2 Drought monitoring: Hands-on training

Tasks:

• Import LSA SAF's FVC vegetation product in HDF5 format into SAGA.

• Get acquinted with a simple-to-use h5dump routine.

• Convert HDF5 to ASCII format that can be imported to SAGA.

• Import ASCII in SAGA and learn basic GIS manipulations (gridding, domain selection, import shapes,
visualisation, etc.).

2.1 Arrange working directory and environment

You have received programs and auxiliary �les needed for the hands-on training on the CD.

• Create workshop directory on your local computer where you plan to store all programs and �les related
to the hands-on training, e.g.,

C:\workshop
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• SAGA GIS environment: copy SAGA directory tree from the CD to your local computer, e.g.,

C:\workshop\SAGA

• HDF5 Tools: copy HDF_Group directory tree from the CD to your local computer, e.g.,

C:\workshop\HDF_Group

• Create working directory on your local computer where you plan to perform hands-on training, e.g.,

C:\workshop\wd\

• Auxiliary programs and �les: copy the _aux directory tree from the CD to your local computer, e.g.,

C:\workshop\_aux

To arrange your working environment you need to copy run-cmd.bat batch �le into your working
directory. run-cmd.bat can be found in aux\programs and contains two lines that needs to be edited in
Notepad:

1 set PATH=%PATH%;C:\workshop\HDF_Group\HDF5\1.8.11\bin

2 cmd \k command

The �rst line in run-cmd.bat adds HDF5 Tools executables in environmental path. This is important
as this way h5dump can be executed in the Command Prompt from everywhere in the directory tree. The
second line executes Command Prompt in the current directory.

• Move to working directory

• Right-click on run-cmd.bat

• Select �Edit in Notepad� or any other text editor

• Type in the correct full path to the bin directory of the HDF5 tools, e.g., C:\workshop\HDF_Group\HDF5\1.8.11\bin

• Save changes and exit Notepad

2.2 HDF5 to ASCII conversion

In the samples map you can �nd the HDF5 �le

lsasaf_hdf5_msg_fvc_euro_2013-08-01.h5

This is LSA SAF's FVC vegetation product over European domain valid for 1 August 2013. The domain
size is 651 × 1701 grid points. We will learn how to import its contents into SAGA.

LSA SAF's HDF5 �le does not contain any projection information. As LSA SAF's FVC vegetation
product is derived fromMeteosat satellite the data are stored in geostationary satellite projection. Longitudes
and latitudes of the grid points are static and available as separate auxiliary HDF5 �les:

aux\hdf5_lsasaf_msg_lon_euro.h5
aux\hdf5_lsasaf_msg_lat_euro.h5
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Copy all three HDF5 �les into your working directory.

Exploring h5dump capabilities

In this section we will learn how to take full advantage of h5dump capabilities.

Double click on the run-cmd.bat icon in your working directory. By doing this, you have opened a pop-up
Command Prompt window in your local directory.

You can now investigate whether the path to HDF5 Tools binaries is properly de�ned. Type h5dumpdll.exe
in the Command Prompt and the command should output the list of options for h5dump utility. In case the
command is unknown the path to h5dumpdll.exe is not properly de�ned and run-cmd.bat batch �le needs
to be re-edited in the Notepad.

A HINT: some versions of Command Prompt enable automatic completion of commands which makes
typing commands much quicker. This is done by pressing the Tab key.

Let's examine the contents of lsasaf_hdf5_msg_fvc_euro_2013-08-01.h5! To list the datasets
stored in the HDF5 �le type in the command line:

h5dumpdll.exe -n lsasaf_hdf5_msg_fvc_euro_2013-08-01.h5

The output should highlight that this HDF5 �le contains three di�erent �elds:

FVC Fraction of Vegetation Cover (FVC)
FVC QF FVC quality �ag assessments
FVC err FVC error assessments

FVC's header includes a wealth of useful information, e.g., scaling factor, projection info, domain size,
pixel size, units, missing values . . .

Additional information and explanation is available in the LSA SAF vegetation parameters manual
(http://landsaf.meteo.pt/). To inspect the full header you can use the option -H:

h5dumpdll.exe -H lsasaf_hdf5_msg_fvc_euro_2013-08-01.h5

In order to dump HDF5 data to human-readable ASCII format option -d can be used. This option
requires the name of the dataset to dump to ASCII. Since the FVC data is very large we will additionally
specify the name of the output �le to write to using the option -o. So, type the following command in the
Command Prompt:

h5dumpdll.exe -d �/FVC� -o lsasaf_input.csv lsasaf_hdf5_msg_fvc_euro_2013-08-01.h5

This command extracts FVC �eld from the HDF5 �le and saves the output as ASCII �le (lsasaf_input.csv).
You can now inspect your output in the Notepad.

The default column width of the output is 80 columns. However, with the option -w one can regulate
column width. By default each line of the output prints the array indices, i.e., pixel coordinates of the data.
This behaviour can be suppressed by typing -y.
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Excersises:

• get to know with all three di�erent HDF5s (FVC, longitude and latitude)

• learn how to look for datasets in HDF5 �les

• inspect the headers of HDF5 �les

• dump di�erent datasets to ASCII

• set di�erent column width values

• specify the name of the output �les

• inspect ASCII outputs in the Notepad

2.3 Reformat ASCII and import into SAGA

In this section we will learn how to reformat h5dump ASCII output and import reformatted data into
SAGA.

1 FVC �eld as well as the longitudes and latitudes need to be converted to comma-separated matrices.
For this, h5dump tool will be used.

2 We will need to combine all three datasets and write them as grid points ASCII with three columns
(longitude, latitude and data). For this, a procedure reformat.exe will be used.

3 ASCII grid points will be imported into SAGA.

Again, h5dump will be used for HDF5 conversion to ASCII.

No array indices should be printed in the output (option -y is needed). Due to the nature of reformat.exe
procedure we must make sure that all 1701 elements are written in one line. Therefore, we need to be careful
that column width value (option -w) is large enough.

Type in the command line:

h5dumpdll.exe -d �/FVC� -y -w 100000 -o lsasaf_input.csv
lsasaf_hdf5_msg_fvc_euro_2013-08-01.h5

This way, we have obtained the FVC �eld in the desired format. The output should contain exactly 651
lines (check it in the Notepad).

The same conversion needs to be done for both the longitudes and the latitudes. Name the outputs of
the longitude and the latitude HDF5s lsasaf_lon.csv and lsasaf_lat.csv respectively.

reformat.exe is a FORTRAN procedure (compiled by G. Gregori£). The procedure rearranges LSA
SAF's HDF5s as a gridded three column ASCII. It has three inputs:

• comma-separated matrix of values, e.g., FVC, FVC QF, FVC err, . . .

• longitudes of the gridded data
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Table 2: For correct proccessing reformat.exe expects its ASCII inputs are named as:

values, e.g., FVC lsasaf_input.csv
longitude lsasaf_lon.csv
latitude lsasaf_lat.csv

• latitudes of the gridded data

Copy reformat.exe procedure from _aux\programs to the working directory. All three HDF5s and the
program itself need to be in the same folder!

Double click reformat.exe to run the program. The program should output ASCII �le named output.xyz
which contains three columns of data (LON, LAT and DATA).

Getting to know with SAGA environment

Locate saga_gui.exe executable in SAGA\saga_2.1.0_win32. Create a shortcut to saga_gui.exe on
your Desktop and run the program. You have now opened the SAGA GIS environment.

• File in the menu bar gives access to loading objects into SAGA:

� tables

� shapes

� grids

• Modules in the menu bar provide access to numerous useful modules:

� File (import di�erent �le formats)

∗ GDAL/OGR (raster, NetCDF, GeoTIFF, . . . )

∗ Grid (binary, ESRI, GRID2, grid from table, . . . )

∗ Shapes

� Grid

� Projection

Additionally, SAGA Wiki pages provide some training examples and tutorials for faster learning and
understanding of the SAGA environment:

http://sourceforge.net/apps/trac/saga-gis/wiki

SAGA projects can be saved any time by choosing File → Project → Save Project As.

Data import

We will import ASCII output.xyz points into SAGA as shapes by choosing Modules → File →
Shapes → Import → Import Shapes from XYZ.

• In the Import Shapes from XYZ pop-up window select which �le to import into SAGA.
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Figure 8: SAGA contains several workspaces and provides access to various modules: load data, choose
modules and set workspace properties (encircled in red); an extensive list of available modules (encircled in
green); modules, data and maps (encircled in blue); message windows displays the success or failure of a
performed task (encircled in black).

• In the Manager Window we can navigate through Modules, Data and Maps.

• Select Data in the Manager Window and have a look at the data you have just imported.

• In the Object Properties Window under Settings it is possible to modify transparency, de�ne no
data, etc.

2.4 Gridding and visualisation

In this section we will have a look at gridding and visualisation in SAGA.

1 Create a regular grid over the domain of interest.

2 Interpolate the points onto the grid.

3 Learn how to visualise data in SAGA.
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Figure 9: Two ways of importing shapes into SAGA (left) and data settings (right).

We will create a custom regular grid over SE Europe. This is achieved by choosing

Modules → Grid → Construction → Create Grid System

In order to produce a grid over SE Europe we need to de�ne grid characteristics:

xMin (longitude of SW corner) 13◦

yMin (latitude of SW corner) 36◦

NX (number of grid points in x direction) 3200
NY (number of grid points in y direction) 1300
Cellsize 0.01◦

O�set in x & y direction for Cellsize/2 0.005◦

Create a custom grid and data gridding

The created grid is by default named Dummy grid and can be later renamed. Its settings are revealed
in the Description section of the Object Properties Window.

The points that were imported as shapes will be interpolated onto the Dummy grid.

• MSG data have a resolution of approximately 4 km over SE Europe.

• The Dummy Grid cell size is 0.01◦, i.e., approximately 1 km.

• The data that will be interpolated onto the Dummy grid will be oversampled.

• Nearest neighbour interpolation method will be chosen as this way the values are not modi�ed.
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Figure 10: Set grid characteristics in the Create Grid System tool.

Nearest neighbour interpolation is achieved by selecting:

Modules → Grid → Gridding → Interpolation from Points → Nearest Neighbour

The target grid as well as the data that will be interpolated onto the grid need to be de�ned.

• The grid now contains values and can be visualised by right-clicking on the data grid and selecting
Add to Map.

• In the Settings section no data can be de�ned (by default its value is -99999).

• Locate LSA SAF's FVC no data value by inspecting its header (h5dumpdll.exe -H) or the LSA
SAF vegetation parameters manual. In the Settings section modify No Data and press Apply
button.

Global Administrative Areas (GADM) is a spatial database of the location of the world's adminis-
trative boundaries for use in GIS and similar software. Administrative areas in this database are countries
and lower level subdivisions such as provinces, departments, counties, etc.

• The GADM administrative divisions are obtainable at www.gadm.org/.

• For easy loading in SAGA the GADM adminstrative boundaries can be downloaded as shape�les.

• GADM shape�les are located in _aux\gadm.

• You may load GADM shape�les in SAGA: File → Shapes → Load.
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Figure 11: Description of grid characteristics.

Figure 12: Performing nearest neighbour interpolation in SAGA.

• To add borders to map right-click on the just imported shape�le and choose Add to Map (select the
existing map). In the Object Properties Windows modify Fill Style from Opaque to Transparent.
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Figure 13: Data visualisation in SAGA. You may de�ne no data.

Map legend can be seen in the Legend section of the Object Properties Window. The map can be
exported as image (right-click and choose Save as Image). The map legend will be saved as a separate
png.

Colour palettes can be de�ned in the Settings section. Several types of colour palette de�nitions are
possible, e.g., Graduated Colors (adjust colours), Lookup Table (de�ne a table of RGBs), . . . By pressing
on the Colors one can customise colour palettes or load pre-existing ones.

Grid Calculus (Modules → Grid → Calculus) enables numerous grid operations:

• Grid Calculator

• Grid Di�erence (di�erence between two grids)

• Grid Division (dividend and divisor are grids)

• Grids Product

• Grids Sum
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Figure 14: Add borders to map.

Figure 15: Customising colour palettes.
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Figure 16: Graduated colors palette can be cusomised by adjusting red, green and blue components. One
can load a pre-existing colour palette or save the current one. Count - number of colours of the colour
palette. Presets - prede�ned SAGA colour palettes.

Figure 17: Grid Calculus tool.
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Grid calculator is a simple-to-use tool for grid operations:

• select the grid system

• select gridded data (�rst grid is named grid1, second grid is grid2, nth grid is gridn)

• write down formula, e.g., g1*N where N is a number or (g1 - g2)/(g1 + g2)

Figure 18: De�ne grid operations by the Grid Calculator tool.

2.5 Excersises

1 Create a grid over your contry and add administrative boundaries. You may use GADM boundaries
found in _aux\gadm.

2 Visualise FVC data over the domain you have just created.

3 Try creating your own colour palettes.

4 FVC data are scaled � look for scaling factor in the HDF5 header or LSA SAF vegetation parameters
manual and apply the scaling factor using Grid Calculator.

5 Try visualising other LSA SAF's products, namely vegetation parameters LAI and FAPAR as well
as daily evapotranspiration. They are also available as HDF5 and can be found in the samples map.
Locate no data de�nition and scaling factor.

6 Calculate anomalies from the mean vegetation evolution (have a look in the reference map). Negative
anomalies indicate drought conditions.

Save your work regularly (File → Project → Save Project As)!
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